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CHiiPTER I
In attempting to meet the problems of the individ-
ual's adjustment to his social environment, the field of
social case work has at various times reached out for the
knowledge and skills of other fields. Recently there has
developed an awareness on the part of case workers of the pos-
sibilities for the use of group work experience in the treat-
ment of their clients.
Purpose
The study was undertaken with the aim of investi-
gating some uses which case workers are making of group work
services in a city where the movement for case work - group
work cooperation is in its infancy. Some of the questions it
seeks to answer are:
What are some specific contributions that
group work makes to individual adjustment?
VThat are some of the types of individual and
social problems in which the case worker uses
group work as a resource?
What are the patterns of relationships in their
joint efforts at treatment of the individual?
Scope
The cases \inder study, twenty in n\imber, were se-
i
I
lected from the active and inactive files of four agencies
,
having case work as the whole or part of its function. Five
(
2cases were chosen from each agency. These agencies are of
private sponsorship and represent three types of case work.
I. The Boston Provident Association: offering case work
service and financial assistance if necessary to people in
Boston with personal or family problems. It further provides
a Homemaker Service to care for children during illness of the
mother. It acts as an agent for several other charitable
societies. This agency at present maintains two offices, one
in downtown Boston, serving all of Boston and another in South
Boston, It serves over one thousand families a year*
II. The Family Society ( South End District)
t
offering a case
work counselling service on personal and family problems. For
this service it maintains fourteen district offices in Greater
Boston. It sponsors a Vocational Counselling Service . It
serves about forty-five hundred families annually.
III. The Habit Clinic for Child Guidanc e
t
offering psychiat-
ric and case work service to children with emotional problems.
Staff consists of psychiatrist, psychologist and psychiatric
social worker who work with the child and family to effect
adjustment. Children are usually referred to the Clinic by
schools, social agencies or are broiight in by parents. It
serves the Metropolitan and Greater Boston community.
(
IV, The Children' s Hospital Social Service Department; co-
operates with the doctors and other personnel of the Children*
s
Hospital In helping make medical care more effective for the
Infants and children treated In the wards and clinics of the
hospital. It offers case work service to those patients and
families who need this help. It serves on a referral basis
two thousand Individuals a year.
Selection of Cases
The number of cases selected from each agency rep-
resents a small fraction of its current case load. The study
then cannot be regarded In any way as being quantitative. The
twenty cases were studied for their qualitative content re-
garding the use of group work. The data selected is the re-
sult of purposive selection. The cases were selected by the
supervisor, or senior case worker in each agency who recalled
the cases on the basis of their cooperative work with a group
work agency. Due to the fact that the activity in some of the
cases dated back several years, no attempt was made by the
writer to contact the group work agencies involved, All the
material presented has been abstracted from the case workers'
records. This information plus information given the writer
by the case workers who selected the cases provides the subjec
matter for the discussion.
In reference to the question of selection of cases,
it must be noted that several case workers with whom the witBTi
II
(
talked affirmed the fact that much of what could be termed
"casual referral" to group work agencies prevails. This type
of referral Is made rather routinely by the case workers when-i
ever possible. It is "casual" in that the fact that it was i
I
made may never be included in the case record. The case rec-
ords studied are rather unusual in that they contained sub-
stantial date, expressions and observations regarding the
clients' group work experience.
\
Before proceding to the presentation of the data, I
the writer believes that a survey of the developmental aspects'
of case work, group work and the movement for case work - groi©
work cooperation will assist in analysing and evaluating the
content of the cases.

CHiiPTljH II
BiiCKGROUND OP CaSE WORK - GROUP WORK CQQPERiiTION
I. Common Origins
It has been noted that case work and group work have
a common origin. Both were born of the effcrts of individu-
als who, during the last century, extended a helping hand to a|
\
mass of people in need. Early social workers, in their zeal
[
to effect some corrective force on the social ills, worked
with people whose needs were of a social and personal nature.
As the movement gained impetus a process of differentiation
developed among those who rendered service. Some devoted all
\
their energies to the establishing of centers where the indi-
vidual found resources for recreation, education and social
action. Others still, devoted their attention to helping
individuals with their problems of finances and family tensicna
The latter section became known as case workers and developed '1
rapidly toward a distinct professional field having a basic
body of knowledge, method, skills and objectives. Those who
worked with people in groups were somewhat slower in arriving
at a consciousness of unity regarding their objectives and
i&ethod. The concept of generic case work was established at
1 Gertrude Wilson, Group Work and Case Wcr k. Their
Relationship and Practice (New York, N.Y. Family Welfare
Association of ionerica, 1941) p. 1,

the Milford Conference and has been instrumental in the devel-
opment of an extensive, mature science in the giving of servjc^
on an individual basis. The concept of generic group work hasi
only recently come to the fore, and it is only within the pasti
few years that group work has come to be regarded as a field
of social work,
II, Emergence of Group Work Process
The year 1955, may be considered a milestone in the
development process of the field of group work. It was at this
time that group work seemed to be given acceptance as a method
of social work. In this year, the Social Work Year Book first
included a description of social group work. In this year toOj
was organized the group work section of the National Conference
of Social Work. In the Year Book, the' field of "Social Group
Work" was described as consisting of the national agencies
that concerned themselves with activities of a character build-
ing nature. It also intimated that there existed a number of
practitioners of group work whose main concern was with work-
ing out individual adjustment through small groups.
It is significant that two of the pfipierB delivered
in the group work section of the National Conference dealt
with the theme of the integration of case work and group work.
It was proposed that with the maturation of the fields of case
work and group work, the time had come to consider the theo-
retical and practical aspects of integrating the two into one

r
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whole. One of the proponents of integration, Mr. Roy Sorenson,
based his proposals on the specific developments in group work
which in his opinion fitted it for partnership with case work*
These developments were 1) that the trend in group work agen-
cies was toward individualization in their program? 2) that
group workers were becomming more sensitive to the uniqueness
of the individual personality: and 3) that group workers now
had a greater understanding and awareness of the social end
family history of the members in their groups. These trends
represented the awareness of workers employed by national
program agencies and settlements of the potentialities of the
group work process as a method of developing the individual's
personal growth and social adjustment.
III. Case Work - Group Work Coop eration
The period that saw the development and formulation
of a generic group work concept also saw the beginning of a
movement for case work - group work cooperation. Throughout i
the major cities of the country there were organized commit teeii
for the study of this subject. Many of these committees were
sponsored by local social planning bodies. Other projects in
case work - group work cooperation were embarked upon by indi-
vidual agencies or groups of agencies, iill these groups had
as their object the exploring of the similarities and differ-
ences of the two fields and the experimenting in working rela-
tionships. Each study committee developed its own approach to
i4
the problem. By 1941, there were in existence committees at
work on this subject in forty-one major cities. Some of the
committees never advanced beyond the exploratory stage of the
question. Others worked out methods and procedures to be fol-
lowed in making referrals either way. Some set up and carried
through notable experiments which tested the workableness of
the idea of cooperation. Two of the more notable of these
experiments were carried out in Cleveland and in New York.
In Cleveland, a Joint Committee of Case Work and
Group Work of the Welfare Federation set up four experimental
groups each one located in a separate group work agency. A
i
case worker and a group worker were assigned to each group.
The members in these groups included children with all types
of major behavior difficulties. The group worker worked in
his usual manner. The case worker was left to observe the
group by whatever method he could devise. Records were kept
by both workers. The project continued for one year at which
j
time the records were analyzed. Two of the workers, one a
case worker and the other a group worker, wrote later that in
cooperating on this project they had gained
the recognition that case workers and group workers
have common objectives and are working toward the
same end. Both are attempting to help people to
the most satisfactory personal and social adjustment.
We are on common ground in that we are serving the
same commimities and many of the same kinds of
people in them. And since this is true that we
make a more significant contribution if we work

together than If we work independently of each other.
The "Pairs" Experiment^ was organized by the Case Work - Group
Work Committee of the Welfare Council of New York City. The
objective of this committee was to set up an experiment to
study the requisites of a working relationship between a case
work agency and a group work agency in the matter of referral.
Twelve pairs were organized, each one comprising a case worker
and a group worker. In this experiment the case worker was
not brought into the actual group situation. The focus of
attention was in each worker rendering his special service on
the same case. The case worker referred the client to the
group worker. Each worker worked with the client and kept a
separate record of her contact. Periodically joint confer-
ences were held to consider attendance of client at group
work activities, financial difficulties, adjustment of the
program.
>ipart from the value of bringing case workers and
group workers in contact with each other the values that ac-
|
crued from this experiment are in the establishing of specific^
2 Mary Hester & Dorothy Good Thomas, "Case Work -
Group Work Cooperation," Proceedings of the National Council
of Social Work, 1939, p. 359.
3 Committee on Group Work - Case Work Relationships,
Welfare Council of New York City, The"Pairs" Experiment, 1940.
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criteria pertaining to making effective referrals from case
work to group work agencies.
Another pattern of case work - group work cooper-
ation has been in the area of both fields experimenting with
each other's method. In the field of case work it has in-
volved the organization of play groups sponsored by and meet-
ing in the facilities of the case work agency. This is not a
very extensive movement but it has been attempted by several
case work agencies. An experiment of this type was begun by
the Gramercy district offices of the New York Community Service
Society in 1942.* i
In group work there has developed a rather exten-
sive movement for the inclusion of a case worker on group work
agency staffs. The aim of this movement was to provide case
work service to members and to offer case work consultation
for the group workers.
This pattern of cooperation however has aroused
concern on the part of some group workers who feel that the
crux of cooperation is working together harmoniously on mat-
ters such as referral or joint treatment. Regarding the use
|
of case workers. Miss Gertrude Wilson emphasises that
For an interesting account of this experiment see
article, "Group Work in a Case V/ork Setting," by Jean Wren.
The Group , Vol. 8 - No. 1 (ijnerican Association for the Study
of Group Work, Nov. 1945) pp. 8 - 11.
(1
There is in the minds of many, considerable question
of the use of case workers in this capacity; and even
if he (the case worker) is able to make astute obser-
vation in three or four visits (to a group), there is
more doubt as to the srroup worker's aoility to use the
case worker's observations if he is not sufficiently
sensitive to make the observations himself. Every
social worker should be able to use the resources of
other agencies in the community, hence every worker
should be able to carry out the referral from his
agency to another. If workers are not so equipped,
would it not be a better policy to teach them to be
so than to import an outside worker for this part of
the group worker's job?3
The focus of workers, then, should be not upon in-
tegration of the concepts and practices of case work and ^roup
work, but on the development of each skill to a point where
workers can cooperate effectively on the basis of mutual under
standing- and respect. Thus, in effect, this serves as a chal-
lene^e especially to group '/crkers, individua,?J y and collective
ly, to master the concepts of generic social work as a foun-
dation for the perfecting of their method in group work.
The movement for case work - group work cooperation and study
has only recently developed in Boston. In the fall of 1947,
under the sponsorship of the Greater Boston Comjriunity Council
such a committee, composed of group workers and case workers
was organized under the leadership of Mr. Saul Bernstein,
Professor of Group Work at Boston University School of Social
Work. The committee has met monthly and has made a preliminary
3 Gertrude Wilson, "The Practice of Group Work in
Jewish Centers'; A Symiposium on Group Work - Case Work
Cooperation . Am^erican Association of Group Workers. New York,
N.Y., 1946. pp. 3-4.
(
survey of the whole realm of case work - group work cooper-
ation. It has studied the experiences in cooperation that
have taken place in other cities. It has considered the close
integration of case work and group work service by the Red
Cross workers in military hospitals in war-time. In a practi-
cal way, it has considered very carefully some of the problems
of referral from one type agency to the other. It has con-
sidered case studies of individuals in the membership of group
work agencies whom the group worker wished to refer to a case
work agency. In discussing these cases they have become aware
of the contribution that each has to offer in helping the in-
dividual. Also, many of the limitations of each type of
service have been brought to the fore.
In the matter of further practical steps the com-
mittee will in the future consider the following questions:
1. Specific referral procedures to be followed
by workers in both fields
2. to explore the possibility of providing
a camp devoted exclusively to a treatment
program for children with behavior and
emotional problems
3. to explore the question of setting up
inter-agency case work consultation
service to help group workers in
diagnosing problems and in working out
referral
4. to stuoythe function of the "neighborhood"
or friendly visitors on the staffs of
settlement houses.
The writer, as a member of this committee, was
stimulated to make the study that follows
•
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CHiiPTiSR III
COiNCEFTS iiND CRITiiKIii
I, The Cone ept of Case Work
In its early aspects, case work was concerned with
relief giving and care of the sick - or as it was then called
- charity. Case work developed to its high level of skill
because of its practitioners' determination to meet the seem-
ingly inexhaustible array of individual and social problems
posed by modern technological and industrial society.
The motivating force in the case workers' drive to
effect social betterment is the concept of love of one's
neighbor. In attempting to help individuals wlh their per-
sonal and family problems, the case worker reato ed out to
other fields for bodies of knowledge and skills. iiS it became!
more effective in solving human problems on the basis of it s
|
individual approach the method was accepted by an increasing
,
number of workers in the field of social welfare. Today the
case work method is employed not only in helping in family
problems, but in the social service of hospitals, in the case
work service of guidance clinics, in public welfare, probation
work and other allied fields of social work.
Among the notable statements that serve to describe
the aims and the method of the case worker is that of De
Schweinitz:
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Case work consists of those processes involved in
giving services, financial assistance or personal
counsel to individuals by representatives of social
agencies, according to policies established and
with consideration of individual need.l
The objectives then of case work are concerned with
effecting the adjustment of the individual to his environment.
It seeks to accomplish this by giving service to the individ-
ual in the form of personal counselling, financial assistance,!
health service or changing of his immediate environment. More
recently case work has proven its capacity for diagnosing and
treating some emotional components in a client's social mal-
adjustment. In case work, the case worker helps the individual
by and through the method of interview. This face to face re-
lationship with the client and his problem is the core of case
work theory and practice.
II, The Cone ept of Group Work
Group work, once thought of ohly in terms of '
agencies that provided recreational and leisure time activitie^,
has now taken on a more specialized meaning. As a method in
the field of social work it has been defined by Newstetter as:
"The development and social adjustment of an individual
through voluntary group associations, and the use of this as-
sociation as a means of furthering other social^^ desirable
1 Elizabeth Mc Cord De Schweinitz, "Can We Define
Social Case Work?" Midmonthly Survey, LXXV (February, 1939),
pp. 37-39. ^
^
j
ends."'^ This rather general statement has been made more
specific by Miss Grace Coyle, who says that "group work aims
|
at the development of persons through the interplay of person-
alities in group situations, and at the creation of such groupij
situations as provide for integrated, cooperative group action!
for common ends."^ Each definition then includes two aspects ;
of the group work process - the adjustment of the personality
to the other members of the group, and the direction of the
group toward socially desirable ends. It is with the first
aspect that this study deals. 1
In common usage, the term "group work" is still as-
sociated with agencies which are of a recreational or charac-
|
ter building type. The most universally recognized are the I
y.M.C.A., ^.W.C.A., Boy and Girl Scouts, Y.M.H.A., Y.W.H.ii.,
i
Boys' Clubs and Settlements. In many of these agencies the
emphasis of the program is on athletics and rereation. Group
work in its technical sense may occupy a relatively large or
small part of their programs depending on the agency's anphasisj.
In the study some attempt will be made to differ- '
eAtiate between these two components of the group work process^
2 W. I. Newstetter, "VlHiat Is So^clal Group Work?",
Proceedings National Conf er ence of Social Work, 1935, p. 291.
3 Grace L. Coyle, "Social Group Work," Social Work
Year Book, 1937, p. 461 .
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III. The Group Activities In Group Work Agencies
In these agencies, the progreon Includes mass recre- i
ation activities
,
such as swimming, gymnasium activities, massi
social activities such as dfc.nces, parties and entertainments, i
Then there are group activiti es. Under this heading there are
two different kinds of groups. I
One kind Is the natural or friendship group. The
i
other is the special interest or formed group. Both these
types of groups are composed of a comparatively small number
of Individuals and both are under the supervision of a group
leader. The designation given these groups indicates their
nature. The natural group is sometimes referred to as a
j
"closed" group because only individuals who are rather Intl-
j
mately acquainted with each other are included. The formed
group conversely is referred to as an "open" group because
membership is based on an interest In the kind of activity the'
group is set up for. This type of group may Include groups
such as discussion groups (special interest), dramatics and !
art (special talent), scouts (special program). As a recent
j
development groups having a therapeutic objective have been i
organized in some of these agencies. In such a varying array
of groups, large and small, natural and formed, what are the
!
corresponding functions of the group workers? The function of
the group worker in conducting activities of mass proportions
is obvious - it is to provide socially acceptable and
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Individually satisfying activities. Within the context of the
small groups the role of the group worker is more purposive
and more related to the individual needs of the members of the
Individual's personality,
IV, Similarities and Diff erences of Case Work and Group Work
In discussing the emphases of case work and group
;
work Miss Gordon Hamilton writes: "These aspects of case and
!
group work process lie close together in their educational and
therapeutic aims."^
Apart from their common origin and progenitors,
case work and group work possess other similar aspects. Both
\
share the objective of seeking the individual's maximum ad-
justment to society. Both aim at the development of and
growth of the individual with respect to solving his problems
and his relationships to his fellow-men.
Each method is based on the respect for the dignity
of the individual regardless of his needs and status in socie-^
ty. In case work this affirmation is engendered in the prin-
ciple of confidentiality of records. In group work it is
inherent in the Voluntary aspect of the individual's partici-
pation in group life.
4 Gordon Hamilton, The Theory and Practice of Social
Case Work (New York, N.Y. Columbia University Press, 1940),
p. 10 .
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Workers in both fields understand the int err elated-
ness of the individual and his enviromnait and try to meet his
needs in this perspective. Above all, both fields approach
the individual who seeks their service in a non-coercive -
non- judgemental attitude. Both fields share the same concern
and responsibility for meeting the social, economic and health
needs of the communities they serve.
The fundamental differences of these two fields liei
in two areas, the method, and the relationship t o the individ-
!
ual. The method of case work is the personal interview. The
method of group work is the use of the dynamics of the group
situation.
Further difference in relationship between the
workers and their clients or constituents issues from the f\m-
damental difference in method. The case worker, because of '
the face to face relationship with the client , becomes more in- I
timately aware of his needs whether they be overt or verbal.
|
The case worker in a sense becomes responsible and exerts a
|
rather protective influence over him until such time when he
i
may regain his place in society.
The group worker in general while interested in
individual needs must keep his focus of attention on the group
activities and group goals. The member of a group work agency
comes to the agency voluntarily and thereby does not lose
status in the community. His membership presupposes a capacity
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a
on his part to share in relationships with others,
V. Criteria for Case Work - Group Work Cooperation
Out of the experiences of case work - group work co-
operation has come a body of criteria for a good working rela-
tionship between the practloners of both fields. This then maj
serve as a point of reference in evaluating the relationships
and results contained in the cases under study,
Basic to any form of effective relationship between
case worker and group worker must be understanding of each
other's function. Given this primary prerequisite, the cri-
teria for studying the use of group work service by the case
worker will center around the area of each worker's responsi-
bility.
The case worker who is considering the use of group
work resources in the treatment of the individual must, in the
first place, be familiar with the general area of group work
and the types of programs offered by group work agencies. The
case worker then must decide what type of group work will be
of most value to the client. Next, the case worker must be as-
sured that the client is ready for the group work experiences.
In the matter of relationship with the group work
agency, the case worker usually sets the pattern. In refer-
ring a client to a group work agency for the purpose of pro-
viding recreation or education, a case worker needs only in hei
contact with the group worker to impart the necessary informa-
1
1

tion that will enable the group worker to understand the cllaal
quickly and help him become integrated in the group • h second
type of relationship may be called for in the referral of in- i
dividuals whose problems have emotional components. This more
personalized referral relationship would necessarily involve a,
carefully worked out plan by case worker and group worker for I
treatment. Here the case worker must be responsible for sup- I
porting a client in the process of working into the group work
program. The case worker is responsible too for making period-
ic contacts with the group worker to determine the client's
Ir
progress or to discuss new developments, /a, third type of relaf
tionship a case worker may establish with a group worker may
be described as cooperative. This kind of relationship, rareOjl
found, would Involve close working together in every aspect ofl
the treatment process. Usually it would involve separate rec-,|
ords by both workers and frequent joint conferences.
Prom the point of view of mechanics, the case workei'
should in making a referral, regardless of type, send the groap
worker written information regarding the client which should j
include Identifying data, a summary of case worker's contacts
'
with the client, a statement of what the worker expects from
the group work agency, and a statement outlining the relation-'
ship of the case worker to the client during the period of
contact with the group work agency.
The responsibilities of the group worker in such a

referral relationship are obvious. In addition to discharging
the regular duties attached to leading the group, they would
Involve making suggestions regarding the type of group the in-
dividual may find helpful. It would devolve upon the group
worker to give special attention to the individual referral
and report to the case worker any unexpected development. The
group worker would be responsible for making a summary of the
client »s group work experience periodically.
The concepts and criteria considered above will
serve as a background for the material to be discussed in the
subsequent chapters.

CHiiPTiflt IV,
DiiSCRIPTION ivND CLiiSSIFXCiiTIOjj OF Di^Tii
I. The Individuals Studied
In all, twenty cases Involving twenty- one Individ-
uals were studied. These cases were drawn from the files of
four typical agencies from the fields of family, medical and
psychiatric social work. In seventeen cases involving eighteen
individuals the case worker made a referral to a group work
j
agency for a particular purpose. In three cases, the case
worker consulted with the group worker relative to treatment
plans for the client. In six of the cases group work was
brought in as a preventive agent. In eleven cases the individ;-
ual was provided group work experience to help overcome his
problem. Three other individuals had a previous group work
'
contact which the case worker attempted to renew.
Of the twenty-one persons, twenty were children
whose ages ranged between seven' and sixteen years. One case
only dealt with an adult, an aged woman. Of the twenty chil-
dren, fourteen were boys and six were girls.
II. Problems of Individuals
Group work was employed to assist in correcting
problems of varying types and degrees of seriousness. These
were in the areas of home environment, medical, emotional and
behavior disorders, and old age. In all the cases the focus
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TABLE I.
iiGE RANGE OF THE TWENTY CHILDREN STUDIED
Years No. of Children
7 7.9 1
8 8.9 5
9 9.9 4
10 10.9 4
11 11.9 1
12 12.9 3
13 15.9 2
14 14.9 0
15 15.9 2
Total 20
TABLE II.
TYPES aUD PREQUEl^CY OF PROBLiiMS OF II^DIVIDUaLS IN THE STUDY
1. Disturbed Home Environment 3
2. Medical
Cerebral palsy 1
Osteomyelitis 2
^ilepsy 2
Heart Disease 2
3. Behavior & Emotional Disorder
School failure 4
Aggressiveness 4
Withdrawal 2
4. Social
Old Age 1
Total 21

of the case worker was in treating the principle need of the
client. Group work was used as a supplementary resource to
case work, medical and psychiatric treatment.
In the problems of home environment, the disturb-
ances were caused in two cases by neurotic, overprotec ting
mothers. In another, the home condition was complicated by
the mother »s cohabitation with a man not her husband. Some
i
of the symptoms of emotional and behavior disturbances were
destructiveness, immaturity, temper tantrums, hyperactivity,
and disobedience in the home.
III. Pre-Referral Interpretation
A. With Parents and Clients
In sixteen cases out of twenty the case worker de-
|
voted part of one or more interviews with the parents and
clients to discussing the value of a group work contact. The
focus of the problems of interpretation centered generally on
I
the mother of the client. In many cases the case worker had
to work intensively with an overprot ective mother to allow the
child the opportunity for group work experience. In other
cases the main efforts of the case worker were directed toward
helping the mother with ways of persuading the child to attend!
a group work agency. This tended to be the pattern of inter- '
pretation in the situation where the client suffered an emo-
tional disturbance which resulted in withdrawal. In the
majority of cases, both mother and client were receptive to

the idea and in these cases the case worker concerned herself
mainly with describing the particular group work agency she
considered appropriate* Specifically, some items included in
these Interviews dealt with the program of the agency, the
working out of financial arrangements for client and the di-
recting of client toward a particular person in the group
work agency.
E, To Group Work Agency
The study revealed that in ten out of seventeen
cases ¥iftiere referrals were made to a group work agency there
was pre-referral contact with the group worker by the case
worker. The purpose of these contacts was to ascertain the
type of program and to determine whether the group worker
could give the client the necessary attention. In eight in-
stances, the case worker made this contact by telephone. In
one case the contact was made by letter and in another the
case worker visited the agency. In two cases one telephone
call served to secure the necessary information and to make
the referral.
IV. Methods of Referral
In seventeen of the twenty cases, the referral of a|
client was made by a case worker to a group work agency. In I
each situation the referral constituted a new contact for the I
client. In three cases the case worker followed up the cliaitfa
existing relationship with the group work agencies in order to!

secure diagnostic material and to help the client make better
j
use of his group work affiliation. Generally, the case worker
made the referral by telephone. Nine of the referrals were
made through this medium. In six cases, a letter served as
the referral agent. On two occasions the case worker visited I
the group work agency and in a conference with the group worker
arranged the referral.
V. Relationships in Tr eatment
Treatment relationships are the crux of case work
-|
group work cooperation. The nature of the working relation-
'
ship between the two workers may determine the outcome of the
i
j
client »s group experience. Contacts between case work agency
and group work agency that terminate with referral of the cli-
ent cannot be described as cooperation. Follow-up of the
referral by the case worker then is all important.
In thirteen of the seventeen referral cases there
was follow-up activity by the case worker. In general the
average (median) duration of the client's group experience was
approximately fifteen (15.©) months. The average number of
!
contacts by the case worker after referral was two.
It is significant to note in this regard that while
eight of the original referrals were arranged by telephone,
only in four instances did the case worker use this method ex-
|
clusively to follow-up on the client. In every other case the!
case worker visited the group work agency at least once to
1
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confer with the worker interested in the client. The visita-
tion of the group work agency by the case worker occurred
usually when the client was not in attendance. In seven of
!
the cases, follow-up on each case was effected by periodic
telephone calls and conferences. In two rare instances, the
group worker attended Joint conferences called by the case
||
worker which were attended by psychiatrist, psychologist and
the two workers.
In only four cases was there no follow-up by the
case worker, one of these being a recent referral.
VI. Duration of Client* s Group Work Bxperience
In all the cases the referral to the group work
agency was made after 1940, The earliest being dated August
1940 and the latest, October 1948.
Table iii.
DURaTIOW of CLIMT'S GROUP WORK EXPSRiiii^CS
PROM DATE OF RiiFiRKAL TO JaIMUaRY 1948*
Months ho, of Cases
Under 6 months 3
6 to 11.9 2
12 to 17.9 5
18 to 23.9 2
24 to 29.9 5
Over 30 2_
Total 17
*The average median length of contact is 15 months.

VII. Group Work Apt, encles Used by Case Worker
The predominant type of group work agency found in
I
these cases was the settlement house. Seven of the referrals
were made to such agencies. Perhaps this was due to their
proximity to the residence of the client. The types of activ-
ities in which the client participated are noted below.
Table iv.
TYPES OP itCTlVITli^ IN SfiTTLiiiVliiNT PROGRi^M
nMGnGiiD LL\ BY GiiS>K WORK CLIMT
Activities No. of Clients
Girl Scouts 2
Cub Scouts 1
Old Age Program 1
Swimming & Hiking 1
Hiking & Gym 1
Dane ing 1
Total 7
Two referrals were made to Y.M.C.A. and in these cases the
principle activities of the clients were swimming, gym, crafts
and woodwork.
In five cases the case worker called upon an agency
that provides protected group experience for children who
otherwise would not adjust to group life. Under this service
a group was organized for the client in his own home. This
group was developed as a "club" with weekly meetings. The
programs consisted of activities such as handcrafts, drawing,
reading, games and trips.
I
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One referral was made to a Boys» Club to provide a
boy with opportunities to learn to draw. Another referral wasj
made to a Y.M.H.iu for gymnasium activities, a girl of fifteer^
was referred to the Y.W.C.a. for lessons in dancing. '
I
In those cases where the case worker used the ex-
j
isting group work contact of her client for observation and
diagnosis the group work agencies involved were a settlement,
a Boys' Club and a Y.M.C.A .
The group work agencies provided further resouirces
to the case worker in their camp programs. In ten cases the
camps sponsored by the group agencies fUrnished additional
group experience to the boys and girls who were referred. In
three cases, the group work agencies assumed full responsibil-
ity for planning and providing camp experience.
VIII. Classification of Data
The material has been classified as follows by the
writer. The basis of the classification rests on the partic-
ular role that group work played in each case. First will be
discussed those cases in which group work was used as a pre-
ventive factor. Next, are those cases in which the case
worker used group work as a resource in treating where break-
down of one kind or another had already occurred, as a sub-
group of this category the writer has distinguished those
cases in which the case worker referred a client to a group
work agency for a special interest or skill. In the third
major category are contained those cases in which the case
1
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worker used an existing group work contact of the clfent as a
consultive resource for observation and diagnosis. Since most
of the cases studied fall into the second category it has been]
necessary to include several sub-groupings under that classi-
fication. The following is a topical outline of the classifi-
cation groups, in the order in which they will be treated:
I, Group Work in Preventive Treatment
II. Group Work in the Treatment Process
A. iis therapy
1. In medical problems
2. In social problems
3. In emotional and behavior problems
B. As an outlet for individual's special
interest.
C. As a consultive resource
i
CHAPTuil V.
GROUP WORK Ibi PREVEjKTIVE TREi^TMENT *
In a general sense, group work»s meeting of the
normal individual's social needs may be regarded as a preven-
tive function, in that it helps insure a healthy community.
There were six cases in which group work was used as a pre-
ventive agent. Here the case worker used group work in a
specific situation to help an individual maintain his ability
!
to function as a member of society. Four of these cases will
be discussed in this chapter. In all these cases there was no|
overt breakdown in the individual's total ability to function
as a social being. There were rather, significant "danger
signals" either resident in the individual's home environment
or in personality traits stemming from unmet emotional needs
which alerted the case worker into some action on behalf of
the client.
Home Environment Factors
In three cases studied the clients presented prob-
:
lems of home conditions which the case worker tried to over-
come by referral of the client to a group work agency. Discus-
sion of two of these cases follow.
The story of Catherine T« illustrates how the case
worker used group work resources in helping the cliaat free
1
herself from the restrictive effects of a home condition marked
by neuroses in the mother and the ineffectiveness of the father.
A. Catherine T«
Catherine's family was described to the case
worker as one of the most neurotic in the district.
The T, family was of Syrian badground. ivlr. T. was
a native of Syria and IVirs. T. was American born but
had been reared in strict old world custom. Mrs. T.
was twenty-one years younger than Mr. T. The mar-
riage had been an arranged affair which involved
no deep emotional bonds between husband and wife.
At the point of contact with the agency, Mrs. T.
was a thin, Jiervous, excitable person who was
easily disturbed. At times she exhibited hyster-
ical behavior. Mr. T. was a slight, frail man in
poor health and with a record of infrequent work
as a barber. Mrs, T. applied for financial assist-
ance at the agency at a time when Mr. T. reqaired
hospitalization. At the time of contact, Catherine
was six and Esther was twelve. Mrs. T. displayed
a restrictive, over-protective attitude toward the
children. She had fears about letting them out
of the home for any reason. Playing with other
children was out of the question.
During a contact of several years, the case
worker becaae aware that Esther and Catherine were
in danger of acquiring some of the neurotic char-
acteristics of Mrs. T. Both youngsters were domina-
ted by their mother. They were required to return
home immediately after school. They were not al-
lowed to have friends because Mr. T. feared that
other children weren't good enough.
When Catherine was eleven years of age and
Esther seventeen, the case worker suggested to Mrs.
T. that the children might benefit from gro\:p work
activities. Mrs. T. objected to this because she
could not bear to have them away from her for fear
that harm might come to them. For several months
the case worker spent much time in her interviews
trying to bring Mrs. T. to a point where she could
!
free the children for play activities. When Mrs.
T. consented and the case worker approached the
girls, Esther rejected the idea completely but
Catherine expressed a desire to join some activities.
The case worker spoke with a group worker in
a nearby settlement regarding possible activities
1
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for Catherine. Following a conversation with
Catherine, the case worker arranged to take out
a membership. "The two activities that Catherine
elected to join were Girl Scouts and a cooking
class. In her weekly interviews with the case
worker, Catherine expressed satisfaction with
her group work experience. Catherine was an
attractive, normal girl and consequently she
made friends easily. She admired her club leader
almost to the point of idealization. While
Catherine was active in these two groups the
case worker had to give her financial help. She
purchased Catherine's Girl Scout uniform. In
the summer she arranged with the settlement for
Catherine's vacation at camp.
In the fall Catherine again enrolled at the
settlement . nous e. This time she added other kinds
of activities to her program. She joined a basket-
ball group and began to attend the weekly dances.
Catherine was emerging as a leader among the young
people. She was quick, intelligent and enthusiastic.
Her leader described her as one of the most winning
personalities in the agency. In that year, during
the Community Fund Campaign, Catherine was instru-
mental in organizing the Red Feather Youth Brigade
in her agency. This group of young people planned
and undertook a program of speaking and demonstra-
tion of the contributions of the Fund to youth
activities. Catherine is still a member of that
settlement's program.
In Catherine's case, the case worker made the refer-
rel to the group work agency to free her from her mother's
neurotic influence so that she could develop as a normal posi-
tive personality. Because Catherine's personality was undam-
aged, the mere providing of the group work experience was suf-
ficient for her to develop her interests. The amount of coop-
eration between case worker and group worker was not extensive
The case worker effected the referral by means of telephone
conversations. The case worker was supportive in the matter
of supplying occasional stipends to help Catherine in the
1t
group work program. A contribution of the group work agency
to Catherine's development, apart from the obvious one of
providing the activities, was in the opportunity it afforded
Catherine to identify herself with an active, integrated womar^
figure. This was the person whom Catherine idealized and in 1
practice was attempting to emulate.
The referral of Catherine was primarily a referral
;
for recreation. The client had no personal problem. She was
ready for the group experience. She needed only the opportu-
nity and environment in which she might develop and grow as a
person, ,
The working relationship between the two workers
discloses a familiarity on the part of the case worker with
I
the group work resources in the neighborhood. The case workei*si
contact with the group worker, though not intensive nor fre-
quent, was enough to enable the group worker to understand
Catherine's situation and help her.
The case of Agnes B, reveals the process of co-
operation between case worker and group worker in behalf of a '
girl whose home environment w^s marked by a dist\Arbed marital
relationship.
E. Agnes B.
Agnes at the age of nine was a hyperactive,
nervous youngster in poor physical condition.
Although she had an I.Q. of 124 she was failing
in school. Her mother, Mrs. J,, had come to the

farrllv ao-ency two years before for financial aid.
At tMs tirre Mrs. J. was pregnant and had just
"been deserted by her husband. The family situa-
tion was further complicated by the fact that Mrs.
J. was livinp- with another man, a Mr. E. whose
name A ernes bore. Mrs. J. professed a real love
for Mr. P. who was married but separated from
his wife. Mrs. J. refused to end her relation-
g>^ip with Mr. P. The case worker soon under-
stood t^at this family situation wag the cause
of A "Ties' difficulties in school. Her school
Hfe was terrpestuous and full of conflict. The
children taunted "'^er because of her mother's
relationship with Mr. B. They scornfully pointed
out the difference between her name and that of
her brothers. Acmes tried to retaliate ao-ainst
these ,1ibes by ficrVitinor and swearino- at "^er
tormenters.
?oon Mrs. J. took her family to live with
relatives In Canada. After an absence of four
vears s>e returned to Boston and im.mediatelv
renewed her contact wit^ t>e ao-encv. Ap-ain Mr. B
came to live with t>e family, w^ich at this time
made Its residence in a lodc»-lner house of auestion-
able reputation. Mrs. J. worked evenino-s 'as a
waitress.
Afrnes at thirteen was a lare-e, awkward
?lrl. Per stav in the country had corrected her
difficulties of the r^revious years. She was,
however, even more sensitive to the unhealthy
conditions of ^er home. She was ashamed of her
mot>^er and she feared Mr. B. At school she re-
loined >>er formier schoolmates and their pattern
of abuse be«?an anew - this time on a less dramatic
and violent level. Agnes was ostracised.
T'he case worker soon turned all her at-
tention to helpino- Aimes overcorre her diffi-
culties about her home conditions. In her
talks with Acmes, the case worker suo-o-ested that
s^e loin a local neio-hbor^ood house where she
could meet other vounp* peor«le her acre. As-nes
declined to do this because she feared a
repetition of her school exr-erience.
Aomes ',vas introduced to e environment
of thl«? settlement a year later. At this time
she was leadini? a hapr>ier existence because allher former sc^-oolmates had deiDarted to various
hitrh acV'Ools in the cltv. The motivating force
whlc>^ led Anmes to the settlement was a desire
I1
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on her part to have a place to go where she could
play the piano. The case worker called the set-
tlement to see whether such a facilit^^ was avail-
able for Agnes. She arranged to have Aenes visit
the settlement one afternoon a week to use the
piano.
In her call to the group worker the case
worker explained Aeries' problem and informed the
group worker of her desire to see Acnes brought
into the social and recreational program of the
acrency. Miss B., the sroup worker, was confident
that Agnes could be introduced to some of the
activities. Agnes was introduced to Miss B. by
the case worker. In the course of her weekly
visits to the settlem.ent A^nes had the opt^ortunitv
to get better acquainted with Miss B. Durine-
this period Miss B. reported to the case worker
that Aa-nes was becominer a casual participant inthe activities at the settlement. In the followino-
months Miss E. persuaded Agnes to join a o-roup ofjirls her aere who had organized a social club.
This club appealed to Ag:nes because of its emphasis
on swimming and hikine activities. Aenes refused
to attend the weekly dances because of her size
and awkardness. Miss B. told the case worker
that the girl was doing well in her eroup and
that she was liked by the other members.
In interviews Agnes seemed hapDier and
more confident of herself. She told the case
worker that she would like to go to college and
wondered whether she could get 'after school work
to help finance it. The case worker encouraged
her in these plans and thought that there might
be something for her to do at the settlement.
The case worker contacted Miss B. reeardine this
matter. Shortly afterward Aenes was engaged by
the settlement to supervise a children's group in
an arts and clay modelling eroup. She accepted
this responsibility with enthusiasm. This workbroueht her into the settlement every afternoon.
During the Christmas holidays, Aenes worked fulltime at the agency. Her experience in teachinepainting and drawing to younger children made herfeel that she wanted a career in art. Miss E,
and her other friends on the staff encourac^ed herto work toward this end. With her case worker
Agnes began to consider specific plans for
college.
When summer came the case worker arranged
il

for Agnes to work at the settlement's cairp as a
junior counsellor. In the fall Miss B. reported
that Ae-nes' work at camp had been highly satisfac-
tory and that she hoped Agnes would continue her
work with the children's group.
Agnes began to complain of fatieue to Miss
B. She was advised to consult with the physicians
at the Boston Dispensary. Tests taken there proved
that she had a tuberculosis infection in her lungs.
She was advised to give up her school and settle-
ment activities and go to a sanitarium. The onset
of this illness dispelled all hope of realizing i
her dreams of a career in art. Her letters to
||her case worker from the sanitarium however brim- !l
med with gratitude for the happy and satisfying
friendships she had made at the settlement house.
l|
In evaluating the contribution of Agnes* group work
experience it m.ust be noted that Agnes was developing neurotic
tendencies as a result of her unhappy home situation. Her i
group work experience helped prevent the breakdown of her
personality.
Agnes' interest in having quiet surroundings in
which to practice the piano was the motivatine: force which
helped her accept the environment of the settlement. Once she|
became acclimated to the atmosphere of acceptancd she was able
I
to move into the area of participation in social activities. i
With the further acceptance shown her by engaging her to lead
the children's group, Agnes found in the settlemient a "second
home". Surely, the environment of the settlement was in sharp
contrast to her homie conditions. The settlement experience
provided Agnes with a number of factors which the individual
needs in order to grow. The activities, swimming and hiking,
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gave her an opportunity to express her interests and abilities
The leading of the group enabled her to discover her talent
and gave her the feeling of independence. Her relationship to;
the staff and to Miss E. gave her acceptance and recognition
by adults.
In Qiany ways the relationship between the case woikar
and group worker in this case amounted to cooperation. The
!
record of the case worker indicates several different kinds of
contacts between both workers. The case worker made several
j
telephone calls to the group work agency before referral was
made. In the course of treatment the case worker visited the
\
group work agency. The record also includes two joint con-
ferences held by case worker and group worker to discuss Agnes
and her problems. There was no record of written summaries !
being sent by case worker to group worker. The case worker
|
who worked with Agnes expressed complete satisfaction at the
understanding shown and the assistance given by the group work
agency.
Emotional Problems
The two cases to be discussed in this sub-group re-
present the application of group work processes and situational
in the treatment of children with emotional disturbances that
result in behavior patterns of withdrawal or agsrression.
The case worker* s use of srroup work as preventive
|
treatment in cases where the client presented personality
t
traits which were indicative of underlying eiriotional needs
illustrated by the case of Helen Z.
C. Helen Z,
Helen's parents were separated. The father
was an alcoholic. The mother had been aided finan-
cially by a faiTiily service agency since her dif-
ficulties with her husband began. When Helen was
thirteen years old her mother was working as a car
cleaner in the railroad yards. Helen and George
were the only children. George was a healthy,
normal boy.
Helen worried her mother because of her
self-imposed seclusion from girls her own age and
her over-preoccupation with religion. She spent
all her free time in her room, which she had ar-
ranged as a place of worship. She begged her
mother to allow her to enter a convent. With the
onset of menstruation Helen expressed fears of
bleeding to death. Her mother's alarm increased
when Helen began to fast. This affected her
physical condition. She was a shy studious girl
who spent all her time at home study inar and ar-
ranging: her wltar.
Since the mother was out of the home all
day she could not e-ive Helen the attention she
needed. She asked her case worker to see what
could be done about her daus-hter. She appreciated
her daughter's interest in religrion but shared the
case worker's belief that it was rather unnatural
for a girl of that age. When the case worker ciade
her calls at the home she had never been able to
reach Helen. The case worker then invited Helen
to come to talk with her at the office. In these
interviews the case worker suge-ested that she
might enjoy beino^ in a club with other children.
Later the case worker called the girls'
worker of a settlement in Helen's neighborhood
to inquire as to what groups there were for a
Girl of her ae^e. She was told that a Girl Scout
troop was being organized and that Helen would
be v/elcomed. In their next interview the case
worker told Helen about the Girl Scout troop and
urged her to attend the first meeting. Helen
enrolled as a member of this group. (At this
time Helen was in her second year at high school
and was getting high grades.)
helen attended Scout meetings regularly
1«
and in a short time became interested in the
activities. In one of the early organizational
meetings she was elected a group leader. She was
very well liked by the other eirls because she
was earnest and capable. She participated in all
the activities of the troop and took a special
interest in a puppet making project. She became
very proud of her achievements in scouting. In
her weekly interviews with her case worker she
spontaneously told about all her activities in
the group. She said that she had made several
friends. She beoran inviting these friends to
her house after school.
Helen continued in the group for over a yesir.
At the end of it the case worker helped her attend
the Girl Scout camp. This experience she en-
joyed even more than the troop. The followiner
year the troop was not continued at the settle-
ment house. Helen was thorous-hly disappointed.
She had found this group experience so satisfying
that she invited a number of her friends to form
a club. It met weekly in her home. Some of the
srirls in this club were those she had m.et in the
scout troop. Helen still attended mass every
m.orning and she still retained an Interest in
entering a convent.
In Helen's case the problem posed was one of flis-ht '
from a drab reality. The child's fantasy life seemed to be
the only satisfyine: experience outside of school. Helen's
mother was prevented by her breadwinner role from giving Helen
the emotional affection she needed. The purpose of the refer-
ral was to provide Helen with the opportunity to have pleasant
normal contacts with other children, to help her find friends,
and to give her the interest and affection of an adult woman. !
The referral was effected by a letter which stated Helen's
problem. On several occasions the case worker contacted the
group worker by telephone. The case worker in summ,arizing

Helen's sp:oup work experience felt that it was a major factor
in checking Helen's introvert tendencies - that Helen would
have been emotionally and socially retarded without such an
experience. Helen's mother, in discussing her daughter with
the case worker, declared that Helen was a "completely dif-
ferent" person.
D. Willard H^
Willard, ae-e nine, was a problem in the
home. His mother complained that he did not obey
her, that he was stuboorn and did as he wished.
His school report however indicated that Willard
was of normal intelligence and was not a problem.
The case work agency haid known the family for
eight years. The father was out of the home.
He was an alcoholic whose abuse of his wife had
led to separation. The father however made per-
sistent attempts now by assurances and now by
threats of violence to rejoin his family. The
mother, thorouerhly fearful of the father, insisted
on divorce. She was constantly apprehensive that
Willard would arrow up to be like his father.
Willard, himself, disliked and feared his father.
The case worker suggested referring Willard
to a group work asrency in order to provide him with
the opportunity for developing his creative inter-
ests and to give him the opportunity to make friends.
The case worker consulted the child guidance clinic
which was interested in the boy and learned that
the psychiatrist rsg-arded him as a norm^al boy who
was reactinsT to his unstable home condition. The
psychiatrist approved the plan to introduce Willard
to organized group experiences. The mother sanc-
tioned these plans. Next the case worker contacted
the school and learned from, the teacher that Willard
had expressed interest in marionettes. The case
worker reached the boys' worker at the nearby set-
tlement, outlined Willard' s home conditions and
his reactions to them and asked about croups that
he misrht join. The group worker suge-ested that
Willard mio^ht enjoy beiner in a Cub Scout group.
An appointment was made for the mother to^bring
him in to enroll. The Cub Scout group was under
the leadership of a Mr. W., a volunteer. Willard
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threw himself wholeheartedly into the program.
He worked diligently to pass the various tests
and as a result won many insimias. These he
proudly exhibited when the case worker came on
visits. When a Boy Scout banquet was held at an
intown hotel, Willard was invited to attend with
a sponsor. That summer he was able to pro to camp
due to the club leader's efforts in raisin? funds.
His behavior in the home during? this period changed
immeasurably. His mother glowed with the affection
which her son showed her. The scout prog-ram was
not continued in the fall. The case worker and p-roup
worker attempted to introduce him to a f?eneral
playroom activity, but Willard didn't respond and
slowly he dissolved his ties with the settlement.
In the two cases cited above the children were
bright and sensitive individuals. Willard tried to ward off
his fears about his father by age-ressive and hostile behavior
against his mother. Helen, on the other hand, attempted to
escape from her home situation by withdrawal to another world.
What function did the group work experience perform in the
working out of the problem? It is interesting that similar
types of srroup work programis were used in both cases - re:
Girl Scouts and Cub Scouts. This type of group work is char-
acterized by emphasis on the content of the program. The pro-
gram consists of a planned and graded course of achievement in
scouting. Another feature of this type of oroup work is that
memjbership is limited and leadership is constant. The proe-ram
allows for rapid development on the part of brisrhter children
and slower on the part of the average child. Recreation is an
integral part, but not the main emiphasis of such a proe-ram.
Clearly it is not difficult to see why these children adjusted
1

so well to these programs.
For Willard, the erroup provided a father substitute
and gave him the opportunity to make an identification with
his leader. To Helen the need for an adequate normal mother
fisnire was met by the adult scout leader.

CHAPTER VI.
THE USE OF GROUP WORK IN THE TREATMENT PROCESS
As contrasted to the cases described in the preced-
ing chapter, the fourteen cases in the followinp: ^roup were
marked by scire overt inability of the patient or client to
function properly as a rr.ember of society. Maladjustment was
displayed in the areas of home, school and sccial life. The
degree of maladjustment had usually advanced to the point of
physical restriction or social and emotional retardation. In
these cases the chief focus of attention was on the client's
primary problem and group work was tried as a method of treat*
ment. As the results show, group work in some cases made
notable contributions to the client's eventual recovery.
Medical Problems
In six of the cases the individual's problem was
caused by physical disability. The following case represents
a situation in which a child with a serious physical diffi-
culty was helped integ-rate himself in normal activities.
A. Thomas
Mrs. Y. brought Thomas, age ten, to the
hospital because he presented behavior and per-
sonality problems at home and in school. Thomas
was unable to write legibly. He had crying spells
and uncontrollable fits of laughter. He feared
darkness and would occasionally cry out in his
sleep. In school he indule-ed in compulsive behavior
such as sretting up from his seat ana walkiner around

the room. He was not allowed to walk in line with
the other children because he was continually fal-
ling. Because of his behavior and his personal
unattractiveness he was tormented by other chil-
dren. Upon examination by physicians Thomas was
found to be suffering- from cerebral palsy.
Thomas had a brother
.
Ernest , ae-ed nine,
who was beine: treated at the same hospital for
osteomyelitis and a congenital heart condition.
The two brothers were devoted to each other, but
had no friends in the community.
With the doctor's approval the case worker
sugo-ested that the boys be introduced to the pro-
gram of the local Y.M. C.A. Mrs. Y. said that the
boys had always wanted to go there. They were
jubilant when they were asked about joining the
"Y". The case worker called at the Y.MC.A. and
spoke with Mr. P., the director. She explained
the boys' condition and their need for supervised
recreation. Mr. P. was sympathetic and assured
the case worker that he would do all in his power
to help the boys fit into the program. Short term
memberships were arranged for both boys on a trial
basis. Mr. P. suggested that they be urered to join
classes in woodcarving, leathercraf t , gym and swim-
ming.
Thomas and Ernest were given their miember-
ship cards and they besran to attend the "Y" imi-
mediately. The first few days were difficult for
them. Mr. P. soon learned that some of the members
were ridiculing the boys. When such occurances
took place Mr. P. m-ade it a point to speak to the
boys who were picking on Thomas and Ernest. This
was enous-h to put an end to the practice and it
paved the way for the boys' acceptance of the two
brothers. Thomas turned his interest entirely to
gym and swimming because these activities gave
him freedom of movement. Ernest, because of his
attachment to Thomas, was allowed to take part
in swimming.
During this period, the case worker made
three visits to the agency. With Mr. P. she
discussed the boys' progress and difficulties in
adjusting to the group proerram. Mr. P. related
how, except for Thomas' occasional falling down
in the shower room, the boys' efforts at doing
the things that other boys did were successful.
Mr. P. said that the boys required a good deal
of supervision on his part. He admired their
spirit and determination to be "regular boys."
II
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During one of these interviews the case worker
informed Mr. P. that the doctor had advised the
curtailing of Ernest's swimming. Mr. P. observed
I
that such a restriction would hurt Ernest because 1
he had developed such an interest and skill in
that activity. Ernest's condition however was
declining and in a short time he had to withdraw
|
from the "Y" program. Thomas however continued
his relationship with the agency in spite of his
brother's withdrawal. In time he became a regular
mem:ber of the "Y". Mr. P. introduced him to the
monthly supper meetings and helped him join the
day camp program the following summer.
In this situation, Thomas was arousing the hostility
of his environment because of his behavior, the cause of which
was misinterpreted by the people with whom he came in contact.
The boy wanted to be a part of the social life about him but
he was rejected. The case worker's role in helping Thomas was
I in providing a controlled environment in which the boy's de- :
i formities would be understood. The process of adjustment took:
place in the boy himself. He was given the opportunity to
I
find a place for himself in the program of the "Y". He made
this adjustment with the aid of the case worker and the Y.M.C.A
director. Aerain, this illustrates the second level of refer-
ral relationship - the personalized approach in helping a
client adjust to a group work pros-ram.
In the next case, a child confined to his home be-
cause of osteomyelitis is provided with srroup experience to
maintain his morale and interest in normal activities.
B. Anthony F.
Anthony was an attractive nine year old boy
who was afflicted with chronic osteomyelitis.
•
«
After his operation his doctors anticipated a long
period of "bed rest. In all other respects Anthony
was an active, healthy boy. Throughout his illness
he had been a "good sport" about being restricted.
His case worker was aware that Anthony's good spirits
had to be maintained. The case worker in searching
for possible recreational resources learned about
a children's agency that sponsored a program devoted
to protected groups. Her suggestion that such a
group be formed for Anthony was welcomed by both
the boy and his mother. The case worker felt that
this program would adequately supplement the service
of a Visiting Teacher. A request to the children's
agency was made by the case worker.
With the help of Mrs. F. the g-roup worker
from the children's agency brought together a
small group of boys and e:irls to meet with Anthony
every week. The group or-^anized itself as a "club."
A set of children's books was broue-ht out by the
erroup worker. Geimes were also supplied by the
agency. During the first year, the proaram of the
club consisted of reading* and playin^r games. Dur-
ing this period, Anthony admitted that his club
experience had taught him how to enjov a book.
The case worker asked that the club be
continued throus-h the next year, when Anthony was
able to be up and around with the aid of brabes.
The aim of the ?roup worker now was to provide
activities that would be interesting yet would
not overtax Anthony physically. The difficulty
with Anthony was that he indulged in activities
so strenuous as to cause a recurrence of his in-
fection. The case worker felt that the group
had been a very constructive factor in Anthony's
life and that it was likely that he would need
closely supervised activity for some time.
During this second year, the case worker
and group worker decided that the club might be
more satisfying if it were composed entirely of
boys. The group worker contacted Anthony's school
and discussed the situation with his teacher. At
the meeting twenty-four boys appeared. Out of
this group about eleven continued in the club.
The program included active games, painting,
crafts and a number of trips (by car) to points
of interest in Boston.
Because the club had been organized for
him, Anthony tended to dominate the other boys.
Both workers were aware of this problem. At one
1
meeting of the clue the group worker suggested
that since clubs usually hsid officers, "it might
be nice for this club to have a president." An
election was held in which another boy was chosen
as president. Anthony's dismay was partly assuaered
by the fact that he was elected treasurer. With
more interpretation by the g-roup worker resrardinsr
the democratic nature of the club, Anthony became
more cooperative. The club continued for a period
of two years. By that time Anthony's leg had im-
proved enough to enable him to participate in the
normal activities of the neighborhood.
The part that this group work experience played in
Anthony's life cannot be accurately measured. During the two
years of confinement and periodic visits to the hospital the
group was the only bright spot in Anthony's life. It gave
him the company of other children and some of the satisfaction
of doing things together with them. It helped keep up his
morale and his generally healthy outlook on life. The program
was geared to his needs and was developed at a pace in conform-
ity to his handicaps. It helped m.eet his problem of relation-
ship with other boys in that it put him on an equal status with
other boys. In the area of worker's relationships, this case
approximates to the greatest degree the level which Miss WilsoE
refers to as cooperative work. On this case both workers kept
in close contact with each other. The group work agency was
rather unique in that it kept a record not only of the club
meetings, but of the group worker's discussions with Anthony
and his m.other. In this case, the case worker and sroup worker
fulfil in entirety all the prerequisites for g^ood cooperative

treatment. The case worker requesting the club sent the group
worker a written sumiEary of the case. In treatment there were
frequent contacts sometimes at the initiative of one or the
other worker regarding problems of Anthony's needs and physical
condition. Several joint conferences were held to study and
evaluate the development of the case. Cooperation even extend-
ed to the point of joint financinsr of camp plans for Anthony.
This case, in the opinion of the writer, may well
serve as a model of case work and erroup work cooperation on
its highest level.
II . In the Treatment Process in Social Problems
The case involvins- social breakdown depicts a sensi-
tive and skillful case worker's handling" of»the problem, of an
aged client whose capacity to be self-supporting was curtailed,
C. Miss IK
Miss N. was a former domestic who resided
in a small neat one room apartment in the base-
ment of a lodging house. A falling accident had
left her a partial cripple and made it totally
impossible for her to perform the simplest of
domestic duties. She was referred to a family
agency by her landlady. From the outset of her
contact with Miss N. the case worker noted the
loneliness and emptyness of Miss N.'s life. In
formulating treatment plans, the case worker
placed her emphasis on attempting to provide
social satisfactions as well as financial security.
The case worker consulted the staff Of a
neighboring settlement and learned about a recrea-
tional program for older people. Arrangements were
made for Miss N. to attend that pros-ram. Several
days later, the group worker in char ere of the
program, called the case worker to say that Miss N.
had enrolled in her group and that she was attend-
ing- every afternoon. Miss N. was enjoying herself
Ii
I
iirrr.ensely at whist and bandas-e makiner. Later
Miss N. told her case worker that the srroup exper-
ience meant "everythinsr" to her. She was occupying
herself constructively and she was havinsr fun and
relaxation. Also Miss N. after many years of resi-
dence in the community was bes^innins- to make friends.
This was the most valuable aspect of the pros-ram to
her. She told her worker of the thrilling- exper-
ience of meetino^ these friends on the street and
being greeted by them. Miss N.'s participation in
the group pros-ram was confined principally to playing
whist. She confessed that she spent all her time
playing whist with the "boys". She took no part
in creative original activities. The group worker
however emphasized that Miss N. was a positive
influence on the group because of her pleasing
personality and her cooperativeness. To suppleeent
this group experience the case worker mentioned the
possibility of Miss N.'s spending two weeks at a
camp farmi for the summer. Miss N. declined on the
basis of her difficulty in getting around and on
her coffaplete satisfaction with her social life.
Miss N. was a remilar participant in this program
for over a year before Illness terminated her
experience.
While this case is a rather unusual one, it illus -
trates the case worker* s concern for meeting the needs of the
total personality. The degree of cooperation while not inten-
sive was enough to bring Miss N. ainonsr like minded congenial
friends. In making this referral, the case worker was using:
a comm.unity resource. The group work proe^ram was designed
especially for older people and because of this there was no
problem in adjusting Miss N. to it. The referral relationship
between the workers was m^ore than a casual one. There were
frequent telephone conversations between them. On two occa-
sions the case worker visited the group work agency to observe
the client in activities.
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III In the Treatment Process
Problems
in Emotional & Behavior
D. James F»
James' mother sought help at the sruidanoe
clinic "because at the a^e of ten he had not pro-
gressed beyond the second srade. Jam.es* teacher
described him as a quiet, sullen and uncooperative
child. In the classroom he sat at his desk and
seemed to be oblivious to all that was croinsr on
around him. His school behavior was further
complicated by the fact that James had been involved
in a stealins- episode. In his relationships with
other children, James was an outcast. He was im-
m.ature and quarrelsome as well as destructive.
At home James was the third am.ong- four
siblings. Both parents were out of the home.
An aunt, said to be recoverine: frorr a nervous
breakdown, lived with the F. fam.ily. Mrs. F
acknowledeed that James was an odd child and that
he differed from the other children in the family.
She confessed that she and Mr. F. quarrelled oc-
casionally over James. The boy, himself, felt
that he was unwanted and unloved. He expressed
these feelings to the psychiatrist.
Mrs. "F. requested that some group work
contact be found to give James supervised play
opportunities. The nearest group work facility
however was the Y.M.C.A. which James could not
.loin because of his age. Because of the serious-
ness of his em.otional disturbance a protected
grroup experience seemed more appropriate for
fulfilling his needs.
A club group was organized for Jam.es
which met weekly in his home. James, in se-
lecting m.em.bers for his club, brouerht in a
num.ber of boys miuch older than him.self . These
soon took over the leadership of the group, leaving
James in the background. After the first vear of
its existence, both case worker and group worker
agreed that the g-roup work experience had not
helped Jamies very nuch. Both workers cooperated
in makinsr a successful cam.p placement for James
during the summer.
James* erroup was continued under new
adult guidance the next fall. The membership
of the group was sufficiently changed so that
the group leader had the opportunity to a-ive
James more attention in the meetings. The s^roup
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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was moved from Jaires' hoine to a school gymnasium
to provide opportunity for a wider range of activi-
ties .
In conferences with the case worker, the
e-roup worker described the difficulty of inducing
James to participate in organized games. James'
idea of group activity seemed to consist of rough
and tum.ble wrestling with the other boys. Grad-
ually he has been stimulated to develop an appre-
ciation for organized, supervised activities.
James is making an effort to improve his status
with his fellow members. The group, which is
still active, gave recognition to this fact
recently by appointing James president of the
club.
The aim of the group work experience was to provide
James with the opportunity for pleasurable play experiences to
offset the overlooked aspects of his life. There is no doubt
that all factors in the home environment indicated re;)ection
of James. His intelligence was normal (l.Q. 100) but he could
not keep up with his school work. James was unable to partici-
pate in school activities because of anxieties about himself.
His behavior in the group also em.phasized anxiety and inse-
curity. In the first year of the group James' participation
was relatively little. With increased attention and support
by the leader it may be possible to build up in Jam.e8 enough
jj
self-confidence and security to enable him to meet his respon-
sibilities in the school and in the community.
In helping James, several forms of treatment were
required. First and foremost, of course, was the psychiatric
II
therapy. Secondly there were the efforts of the case worker
in interpretation with the mother, (which were unsuccessful)
*
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and thirdly, the services brought in to improve James* con-
dition. These were classes in remedial reading and the group
work experience. Even in the face of the extensive cooperative
effort the improvement in James has been slight, thous^h
perceptable.
IV. Referrals as an Out let for Special Interests
The referrals to special interest erroups is described
by Gertrude Wilson as a "referral for recreation - education."
Three of the cases studied may be so classified. In each, the
purpose of the case worker was to satisfy the wish of the
client for participation in a particular activity.
E. Edwin Ej_
Edwin, seven years of age, was referred to
the Child Guidance Clinic by his mother because of
temper tantrums at home and his atter.tion demanding
behavior in school. The parents were legally
separated. The mother supported Edwin and a five
year old sister. The father worked as a carpenter.
The psychiatrist recommended that Edwin be sent to
a reading clinic and that some provision be made
for more adequate after school supervision for him.
The case worker discovered that the boy was interested
in woodwork. She referred him to the "Y" where he
enrolled in crafts. Edwin attended these classes
faithfully. After several months of regular at-
tendance at the "Y", he suddenly stopped o-oiner.
When questioned Edwin said that he no lone-er
attended the "Y" because his crafts teacher had
left. Edwin said that he liked his teacher be-
cause he took an interest in him. The case
worker and Edwin's mother helped re-establish him
in the "Y" proerram by enrolliner hiir in two classes,
woodworking and clay-model liner. Edwin continued
to attend the "Y", but less frequently than before.
F. Albert M^^
Albert, nine, was referred to the Child
Guidance Clinic because of backwardness in school.
He was an emotionally disturbed youngster, sensi-

tive, immature and apprehensive. At the time of
referral, Albert's father was in prison. His mother
was an inadequate depressed individual. Two other
siblings were John, thirteen and Ellen, three.
Because of his low I.Q., the aim of referral to
a group wo^V a?ency was to provide Albert with
activities which involved manual efforts. He was
referred to the art class of a Boys' Club. This
was some distance from his home, but Albert under-
took the trips cheerfully. The case worker pro-
vided him with his fare. Although many other
activities were offered at the Boys' Club, Albert
found his greatest enjoyment in painting.
G. Marion D.
Marion, eighteen, was an epileptic whose
one interest was to dance. Marion's mother who
had been receiving assistance from a fam^ily asrency
complained to her case worker that Marion was
difficult to manage and forgetful in the hom.e. She
feared that Marion's obsession with dancin? would
prove disastrous to the srirl. The case worker
talked with Marion and learned that she was taking
private lessons in tap dancin? from a professional
dancer who resided in the com:m.unity. The case
worker was convinced that Marion's interest in
dancing was genuine. She suggested that Marion
join a dancing class at the Y.W.C.A. as a first
step toward m.ore serious study. The case worker
contacted a staff member at the "Y" and secured
a scholarship. Marion attended the dancing class
regularly from January through August. During
the summ.er the case worker was informied by the
dancing instructor that Marion had not enough
talent to make dancing a career. In her in-
terviews with Marion the case worker began to
attempt to get Marion to re-think her desire to
be a dancer. Marion, no longer finding the case
worker a source of encouragemient for her am.bition,
soon stopped attending the "Y". Her m^other re-
ported to the case worker that Marion had gone
back to her old dancing teacher.
The outcoffies of the cases cited above can be best
analysed on the basis of Miss Gertrude Wilson's observations
regarding special interest groups. She says.

While most ^roup work acrencies have special interest
e-roups, not all of them are so constituted that they
will be helpful to the individual who is still in
need of an understanding leader. Some special
interest groups are focused upon the individual
and the laader uses the particular tool-skill,
crafts, dancing, music, and so on to help the in-
dividual relate himself first to things or activ-
ities and then to people. But many such groups have
their focus on the development of the skill and not
on the individual, in which case it is a matter of
chance whether membership in the group will be
helpful or not.^
In the light of Miss Wilson's description of the
peculiar nature of special interest groups, it is clear that
referral of an individual to such groups involves srreater
risks than referral to other types of groups. Special interest
groups are set up primarily for individuals who can relate
themselves to other people. In the cases mentioned, each
client had disturbances which interfered with the development
of even their strongest interest. It is for this reason that
Miss Wilson warns that "case workers should limit referrals to
such a group (i.e. the special interest group) to those clienti
who appear to be quite able to put forth their own efforts for
group acceptance."^
1 Gertrude Wilson, Case Work and Group Work. Their
Relationship and Practice (New York, N.Y., Family Welfare
Association of America, 1941), pp. 67-68
2 Ibid.
,
p. 68 »

V. Group Work as a Coneultlve Resource
The cases in this classification are ones in which
the case worker followed up on an existing contact between
the client and a group work aprency. In all three cases there
occurred numerous contacts between case worker and 2-roup work-
er, all aiminer at integrat inp* the client into the proe-ram.
There were other contacts between these two workers regarding
such matters as camp arrangements. In one case, cooperation
between case worker and group worker preceded to the point of
,
joint conferences. In none of the cases, however, were the
full effects of the group work brought to bear on the client.
H. John A:_
John, nine, was brought to the Child Guidance
Clinic by his mother because of school failure,
disobedience, petty stealing and inability to mix
with other children. Other siblings were Albert,
fifteen, and Alice, eleven months. The family
situation was a disturbed one. The father, an
irregular provider showed little interest in
the children. The mother was untidy, inadequate
and completely dependent on her husband. John
said he was a m.ember of the Y.M.C.A. He was found
to have an I.O. of 107, but possessed poor manual
coordination. The psychiatrist advised the case
worker to support John's relationship with the
Y.M.C.A. even to the extent of subsidizing his
fee.. It was hoped that throue-h his association
with the "yy John mi^ht be cmided in developing-
better relationships with other children and
tiiat he misrht be steered into supervised recrea-
tional activities.
The case worker's contacts with the staff
m.embers of the Y.M.C.A. confirmed John's "lone-
wolf tendencies and his social ostracism. The
group worker noted however that he seemed to
enjoy himself whenever he did attend. Attempt
was made to have John join one of the smaller
church groups that functioned in the "Y." This

group was primarily interested in basket ball
but it met only once a week. John enjoyed this
activity but still had enough time on his hands
to get into difficulties in the community. At
the time the case study was made John was still
being seen by the psychiatrist at the clinic.
The relationship between case worker and group
worker still continues with the aim of finding
the activities that evoke a response in John.
In two other cases there existed the same pattern
of relations between case work and group work asrency as in the
case of John. In each, the case worker reached out for the
client's existing group work contact in the hope of usin<? it
as a means of treatment. In all these cases, the client's
contact with the srroup work agency was sporadic and intermit-
tent. In one case, the client was a disturbinec factor in the i'
ij
group work program. In two others, the client was a with-
drawn, friendless child, who didn't have the knack of making
J
friends. In these two cases the group work agencies were largd,
multi-activity organizations. The other group work agency va-s
a medium-sized settlement.
The case worker's records show that some of the
diagnostic material gained in interviews v;ith the group worker
!
assisted in understanding the client's problem.
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CHAPTER VII.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The material for this study was drawn from twenty
cases selected from the files of four typical case work aprenciei
in Boston. Five cases were taken from each of the following
agencies:
The Boston Provident Association
The Family Society (South End District)
The Habit Clinic for Child Guidance
The Children's Hospital Social Service Department
This group of cases is a purposive sample. It does not purporl
to reflect the true relationships between case work and group
work agencies in Boston. It serves merely to indicate what
;l
relationships may arise and what results m.ay accrue from the
cooperation between case workers and group workers.
j
The group of individuals studied was found to consist
of twenty children and one adult. Among the twenty children
there was a relatively even scatter of ages in the range be-
;
tween seven and fourteen years. There were twice as many boys;
included in this group as there were girls.
The preponderance of chilaren in the sample may be
il
due to the existence of greater group work opportunities for
them in settlements, centers and youth agencies. Possibly
the child, because of his level of development emotionally and
physically, lends himself more readily to group work exper-
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iences.
The types of group work agencies used in treatment
depended on one or both of two factors, the individual's prob-
lem and his proximity to group work services. Wherever pos-
sible, attempts were made to use group work services in the
individual's immediate neighborhood. In special cases of
medical and emotional disturbances a unique type of protected
group experience was offered to the clients in their own
homes.
The range of individual problems in which group work
has been brought to bear is rather extensive. The types of
problems are:
1. home environment
2. medical
3. behavior and emotional
4. social
Cases were cited of normal individuals in an abnormally dis-
turbed environment. There were cases of medical disorders
such as cerebral palsy, epilepsy, osteomyelitis and heart
diseases in which the patients derived normal socializing
experience fromi their group work contact. In problems of
emotional and behavior disturbances the use of group work nec
essarily depends on the adequate preparing of the individual
for group life. This involves greater effort and risks becau^je
the personality of the individual is a damaged one. It was
found that the referral in these cases is a hazardous matter
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and should not be undertaken without thorough consideration by
case worker ajid psychiatrist. The study further revealed that
at the present, the chief method of referral is the telephone
call.
The follow-up picture is particularly encouraging.
Here, the case worker used telephone calls and personal visita-
tions to the g-roup work ap:ency in order to discuss the proerresn
or problems of the client. In some cases, few in number,
there were no attempts at follow-up by the case worker. In
most there were between two and five contacts noted in the
record. Through these calls and visits, the case worker was
given an insight of the problems and functions of the group
work agency. In each situation the case worker seemed satis-
fied with the cooperation of the group worker.
Though group work made notable contributions to
individual adjustment as an element in the treatment process,
3t proved more efficacious in the area of preventive treatment
Six of the cases studied may be classified as preventive treat •
cases
ment/. In all these, group work experience was successful in
warding off the individual's breakdown. In the case of
Catherine, the group environment was used to offset the neu-
rotic family environment. A?nes, disturbed and unhappy be-
cause of her mother's illicit relationships found a normal,
accepting and satisfying home in the settlement. She found, too,
a substitute mother who had respect for and interest in her.
I
On a case not discussed in this presentation, Ann also was
helped to free herself from a neurotic, overprotective and
overrestrictive mother by participation in sroup work activi-
ties. Helen, once introduced to a normal p-roup life, forsook
her seclusion and sought the company of e-irls her age. Willarfll,
troubled by the loss of his father blamed his mother and re-
garded her with hostility. Joining a scout group gave him the
opportunities for adult irasculine relationship and helped
modify his feelings for his mother. In another case, not
cited, Jackie on the departure of his father for armed service
withdrew from any social life. Because of his close ties with
his father he had developed no friendships. Through the case
worker's efforts, a protected group was organized for him.
Under the supervision of a group leader Jackie learned how to
relate himself to other boys. At the end of one year of group
experience Jackie was enjoying the normal friendship of sev-
eral boys his age.
The children who were referred to a group work affencUr
as a preventive measure can be further classified. One type
of referral was represented by Catherine, Ae-nes and Ann whose
home environment contained the factors for possible maladjust-
ment of the child. The children were otherwise free from per-
sonality disorders. The other type was represented by Helen,
Willard and Jackie in whom the disturbed condition of the
home was resulting in personal traits which pointed to
f
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maladjustment.
The majority of cases where the case worker sought
group work services were those in which e-roup participation
was considered by the case worker as a part of the treatment
plan. Group work was found to be of assistance in situations
where the child's medical condition precludes his forminqr
normal play relationships. Group work was used successfully
to this end in the cases of Thomas, Anthony, Frank (not cited)
and David (not cited). In the cases of Marion and Samuel (not
cited) both of whom suffered from attacks of epilepsy, the
group work contact was not loner enough to determine any notice-
able success. In both cases the group work was of a few months
duration.
In the problem of old age, group experience was
found to be of inestimable value. The idea of providing group
work experience for people of advanced age is a new one. It
is gaining much recognition by group workers. It is hoped
that such a resource will be developed in group work agencies
in other areas.
The area of human problems that poses the err eat est
challenge to group work is that of emotional and behavior
disturbances that have advanced to the point of hampering the
individual's school and family life.
A listine- of the symptoms of maladjustment of seven
children in this study srives some clues as to the depth and
1
seriousness of the probleins
1. Jackie Readine^ difficulty, retardation
and poor school work, destructive-
ness.
2. Albert - Reading difficulty, retardation
anqpoor school work, bad dreams,
dizzy spells.
3. Edwin
4.
5.
Carl
Alfred -
6. John
7. Celia -
Reading difficulty, disobedience
at home, annoying attention-getting
behavior at school.
Imirature, fearful of other boys.
Hyperactivity, annoying attention-
getting behavior in school.
School failure, disobedience at
home, no friends, petty stealing.
Meanness, profanity, a^e^ressiveness
and disobedience in the home.
The slight progress in Jackie's case has been noted
in an earlier discussion.
Albert and Edwin were introduced to erroup work agen-
cies on the basis of their special interests. In both cases
the group work experience didn't adequately m.eet their needs.
The fact that referral was made to laree group work agencies
which emphasize mass recreation may partially explain why the
contact was not as successful as it mdght have been. The
greatest need of these boys was individual attention by an
adult male.
Carl seemingly was making a good adjustment in the
activities of a settlement house when quite abruptly he stop-
ped attending. The case worker, upon investigation, dis-

covered that Carl had been set upon by a sroup of older boys
on his my home from the settlement. Because of this exper-
ience Carl feared to go back. Later however he joined some
recreational activities sponsored by his church. He is more
at home with the children who attend these activities.
The cases of Alfred, John and Celia did not involve
referral. Here the case worker consulted the e-roup worker and
used the information gained in making further diagnosis of the
case. In the three cases the observation of the group worker
regarding the client's relations with children and adults was
appreciated by the case worker.
The application of the group work process to the
I solution of personality disorders is in an experimental stage.
The Group Therapy movem.ent which seeks to solve such
problems by organizing case work clients in groups has made
significant contributions toward this end. The movement
utilized the services of specially trained case workers in
leading and guiding the groups. In the field of ?roup work,
awareness of the contribution it can make to individual adjust
ment is of recent orisrin. There is an ever srowing movement
within the field which holds that the generic training of the
1
group worker ought to equip him to understand the causes of
emotional conflicts in the individual. The development of
||
well trained group workers who understand individual as well
as social dynamics must occur before the group work field can
I1^
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enlarge its contribution in this area.
In spite of the limitations of this study, it may be
safely concluded that among the social agencies in Boston,
there is at the present a beginning of a case work - group
work movement. This did not beein with the creation of the
joint committee of the Greater Boston Community Council, but
rather is reflected in it. The movement arose out of the
spontaneous efforts of the case worker to meet the needs of
her client. The relationships between case workers and sroup
workers and the results in terms of human adjustment are based
on the activity of the individual case worker. These case
workers who on their own initiative sought out and used the
service of group work have provided the basis upon which fu-
ture cooperation between the two fields may be enlars-ed. That
both fields can and are working together successfully has been
amply demonstrated by this study. The time has now come when
further cooperation may be carried on by joint study and
planning.
Richard K. Conant
Dean
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APPENDIX
I
Date_
SCHEDULE
for
Case Work Record
Agency Case No.
Date of intake Date of Close
The Client (or patient)
Date of birth Sex Grade
Marital Status Occupation
Parents
Siblings
Environment
The Client's Problem:
AS.: --f.'
nol:taquooL
_
.
5, When did case worker bring group work into the case?
6. Why was particular group work agency chosen
Proximity? For program? Client's' choice? Other?
7. Was there pre-referral contact with group work agency?
8. Pre-referral interpretation with client? parfents? both?
9, Date of referral to group work agency
10. Method used by case worker
telephone
letter
conference
other
11. How was group work intake performed?
4^
1^. Calls, visits, conferences with group worker during treatment
13. What areas of responsibility were defined by the two agencies?

14. 'JVhat were the objectives of the referral?
15. Was client aware that two agencies were cooperating?
16. Summary of Client's group work experience
Date of enroll, in agency ^Date of leaving
Type of group Meetings per wk.
ti n
It n
Attendance at other group work events
17. Relation of client to other members
>iiow quois aM:-
j^alv^el 1o e:t«a
.
_^an9g« nt ,L1
•ft
i
I
18. Relation to staff or leader
19. Client's participation in group activities
20. Group worker's evaluation of client's group experience
21, (What use did the case worker make of group work?
1. At recreation
2, For further diagnosis
3. HB treatment agent

Case worker's evaluation of client's group work experience
for success or failure.
iittitude of case worker toward group worker
Was there an understanding of each other's function?
eons i 13 a
?no'

r
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